
Top 4 Snorkeling Spots in the Bahamas 

Explore Life Underwater 

Snorkeling is one of the most popular ways to explore the hidden secrets of the ocean. It 

allows you to get up close with marine life and underwater reefs, and is more affordable 

and convenient than diving. If you’re eager for a clear glimpse of life beneath turquoise 

waters, from stunning corals to colorful fish, snorkeling is the best and easiest way to do 

it! 

 

All you need is a snorkel mask, a snorkel breathing tube, and maybe a pair of flippers, 

and you’re ready to hop off your boat deck for a full underwater experience. 

 

 

Snorkeling in the Bahamas 

It’s no secret that the Bahamas is the ultimate destination for clear blue waters, 

interesting marine life, and breathtaking coral formations. 



 

The most memorable snorkeling experiences always involve venturing beyond the shore. 

The best way to do this, is to rent a boat and anchor at one of the stunning snorkeling 

spots scattered all around the Bahamas. It’s definitely worth a full day trip, and Sailo can 

provide you with the perfect vessel and access to the most coveted snorkeling spots in 

the Atlantic Ocean.  

 

To truly appreciate what the underwater world has to offer, choose from a variety of our 

verified boat rentals, from catamarans to yacht charters, and allow us to sweep you off to 

the most dazzling snorkel spots which the Bahamas has to offer. We’ll make sure you 

don’t miss out on the most exclusive spots within reach of your boat’s location! 

 

 

 

Top 4 Snorkeling Spots in the Bahamas 

Since the Bahamas is one of Sailo’s top destinations for boating enthusiasts, cruisers, 

and ocean lovers, we’re bringing you the expert insights on the best places to go 

snorkeling in this coral-based archipelago. 

https://www.sailo.com/boat-rentals/The_Bahamas
https://www.sailo.com/boat-rentals/The_Bahamas


1. Abaco Cays  

 
The Abaco islands are located in the northeast of the Bahamas. There are a plethora of 

cays and coral reefs to explore in this area! Because the Abacos islands are a little more 

difficult to access, renting a boat offers the perfect solution, so you can enjoy snorkeling 

in tranquility without the crowds.  

 

Some of the top places to snorkel around the Abacos islands are Walker’s Cay, which is 

known for its shark sightings; Sea Park, where you can snorkel with the sea turtles; and 

Mermaid Beach. 

 

One of our most popular boat choices for sailing and snorkeling around this part of the 

Bahamas is the Salina 48. 

https://www.sailo.com/boats/Abaco_The_Bahamas/Sail/rental_boat_11013/


2. The Goulding Cay Reefs  

 
These reefs are located just off New Providence island and near Nassau. As this area 

boasts some of the clearest waters in the world, it naturally makes the list of top 

snorkeling spots. 

 

The Goulding Cay Reefs feature tropical fish and marine life, intricate elkhorn coral, and 

exhilarating clear blue waters. 

 

Sailo’s Morgan vessel is the perfect choice for your Nassau and Goulding snorkeling 

adventures. We even arrange island day cruises! 

 

3. Bimini Road  

https://www.sailo.com/boats/Nassau_The_Bahamas/Sail/rental_boat_1617/


 

Just off Bimini Island in the west Bahamas, you will find the famous snorkeling site 

known as Bimini Road. Because of its close proximity to Miami, this is a perfect quick 

getaway location. 

 

If you’re interested in viewing lively underwater life first hand, Bimini Road is the 

snorkeling spot of your dreams. Teeming with different species which include dolphins, 

turtles and marlin, as well as bountiful coral formations, all you have to do is anchor 

your boat in this stunning area of the Bahamas and hop into the water to experience it 

all! 

 

For the ultimate peaceful cruise, departing from Miami, consider our Leopard 

catamaran, which is sure to take care of your every need. 

 

 

4. Devil’s Backbone  

https://www.sailo.com/boats/Miami_FL/Motor/rental_boat_681/
https://www.sailo.com/boats/Miami_FL/Motor/rental_boat_681/


 

Although the underwater shipwrecks located off Eleuthera island may sound eerie, they 

offer an incredible, unique, and exciting opportunity to explore a different side of 

underwater scenery. Nothing less than an adventure snorkeler’s paradise! 

 

This reef is also home to multiple marine life such as snapper, parrotfish, angelfish, and 

stingrays. Another shipwreck snorkeling spot in this area is Pineapple Dock, which 

offers equally interesting potential for exploration. Our boats will make sure to take you 

safely to to the sea’s most interesting, sunken, hidden secrets! 

Snorkel With Sailo 

Whether you are planning a boat party or cruise, and are looking for the best spots to 

anchor and explore; or are interested in renting a boat exclusively for a snorkeling trip, 

Sailo can take care of all boating arrangements and navigation. We aim to make your 

snorkeling experience not only unforgettable, but easy and stress-free!  

 

Our captains and crew look forward to guiding your adventure, and we provide 

snorkeling material where possible. Make sure to let us know that snorkeling is top of 

your boating activities agenda, and leave the rest to Sailo! 

 



If you’re interested in finding out more about boat rentals and sailing in the Bahamas, 
take a look through our destination guides for Nassau and Abaco. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.sailo.com/boating-destinations/sailing-in-the-bahamas/
https://www.sailo.com/discover-boating/destination-guides/nassau-bahamas-excursions-by-boat/
https://www.sailo.com/discover-boating/destination-guides/abaco-bahamas-boat-rentals-sailing-vacations/

